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Embedding the n-cube in Lower Dimensions
P. FRANKL AND H. MAEHARA
Let m = m(n) denote the smallest dimension m such that the vertices of the n-dimensional
cube can be embedded into Em in a way that adjacent vertices have distance at most 1 while any
two non-adjacent vertices are at distance more than 1. It is proved that (1+0(1»n/1082 n < m(n ) <
(210823 + 0(1» n/l082 n holds .
1. INTRODUCTION
Define an adjacency relation on Euclidean n-space En by
X adj y-O< [x - yll,,;;; l(x, y E En).
Then En becomes an infinite graph, and every nonempty subset X of En induces a
subgraph (X). An abstract graph G is said to be embeddable in En if G is isomorphic
to some induced subgraph of En. The sphericity of G, sph( G), is the smallest integer n
such that G is embeddable in En.
In most cases it is difficult to determine the sphericity for a given graph. So, certain
bounds on the sphericity for many types of graph are sought [1,2].
In this note we consider the sphericity of the n-cube Qn' Here, the n-cube is a graph
isomorphic to the subgraph of En induced by the point set V = {(SI, 52, "" Sn): Sj = 0 or
l}. «V) itself will be called the standard n-cube.)
It is easily seen that sph( Q2)= 2 and sph( Q3) = 3. So one might expect that sph( Qn) = n
for all n. However, it is shown that sph( Qn)";;; n -1 for n '"' 6. Our main result is that for
any c> 210g 23 =3'1699 ... ,
n/log2 n < sph( Qn) < en/log, n
as n~oo.
2 A FEW SIMPLE RESULTS
THEOREM 1. Sph( Q2) = 2, sph( Q3) = 3.
PROOF. We show only sph( Q3) = 3. Since sph( Q3)";;; 3 is clear, suppose that Q3 is
realized as an induced sub graph of E 2 whose edges. are straight line segments. Then no
two edges of Q3 cross each other, for otherwise, some three of the four endpoints form
a triangle contrary to that Q3 is triangle-free. Similarly, it is seen that the interior of any
quadrilateral of Q3 contains no point of Q3' Hence the interiors of the six quadrilaterals
of Q3 are mutually disjoint. This implies that the surface of a sphere is topologically
embeddable into E 2, which is clearly false. Thus sph( Q3) must be greater than 2.
Maybe sph( Qn) = n for n = 4,5, but we have no proof.
THEOREM 2. Sph( Qn+I)";;; n for n '"' 5.
PROOF. We will embed Qn+1 in En for n '"' 5. Take Qn in En as the standard n-cube,
that is, as the subgraph induced by the set
V={(SI,S2"",Sn);sj=Oor I}.
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This will be half the points of Qn+l, and to get the other half, translate it by 1 in the
direction of one of the main diagonals. E.g. translate by v= (I/J1i, ... , I/J1i). If S =
(SI,"" sn) and t = «., ... ,tn) are two different points of V, then lSi - til= 1 for some i.
Since (1 ± 1/ J1i)2> 1/ n for n > 5, it follows that
n n
Ils-(t+ii)ll= L (si- tj-I/.Jn)2> L I/n =1.
i= l ;=1
Thus the union of V and V + ii induces a graph isomorphic to Qn+I'
REMARK. The above construction leads to an embedding of the whole rectangular
lattice, too. Thus the lattice subgraph induced by all integral points of E n + 1 is also
embeddable in En for n;;' 5.
3. A LOWER BOUND
THEOREM 3. For sufficiently large n, sph( Qn) > n/Iog, n.
PROOF. Let Vo be a point of Qn' Then within distance In/2J from Vo there are
In/2J (n)L . i > 2n - 1
;=1 I
points, and half of these points are independent since Qn is a bipartite graph. Hence, if
sph( Qn) = m, then in Em, at least 2n- 2 balls of radius! must be packed in a ball of radius
In/2J +!. Considering the volumes of these balls, we have
where .1m is the packing density, that is, the fraction of Em filled by optimally packed
m-balls of equal radius. It is known [4, p. 81] that zi., < m/(2m / 2e) for m~ 00, so we ha~e
2n - 2 < (n + I) mm/ (2m / 2e).
Taking logarithm to the base 2, yields m > n / log, n (n ~ 00).
4. THE UPPER BOUND
THEOREM 4. Let c be a constant, c> 210g2 3 = 3·1699 .... Then sph( Qn) < cn/log2 n
as n~oo.
PROOF. Set m = lcn/Iog, nJ and wij (1";;; i,,;;; n, 1,,;;; j,,;;;m) be mn independent random
variables, each taking the values ±I/,f;ii with probability ], Then Wi = (Wi!, "" Wim)
(1";;; i,,;;; n) are independent random unit vectors in Em. Let (V)be the standard n-cube
in En and define a map 1/1: V~Em by I/I(S)=SIWI+",+Snwn (s=(slo""sn)e V). We
are going to prove that:
Prob«l/1( V) is isomorphic to (V») ~ 1, n ~ 00.
For each integer k; 2,,;;; k e. n, let Pk be the probability that" WI + W2+ . .. + Wk" ,,;;; 1. We
assume the following lemma, which will be proved later.
n~oo.
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Now, for s, tEV let Es. , denote the event '11t/J(s)-t/J(t)II"'"1 and let J=J(s,t)=
{i: Sj ¥- tjl. Thus # J;;. 2 is equivalent to lis - til> 1. If s, t are adjacent (i.e, lis - til =1),
then clearly II t/J(s) - t/J( t) II = 1. Hence, to prove the theorem, it is enough to show that
prob( U Es•t ) ~ 0, n ~ 00,#J;;,.2
in words, the probability that Es. , happens for some nonadjacent pair s, t E V, tends to
zero as n~oo. Since t/J(s)-t/J(t)=Lj€JU iWj (uj=1 or -1), if we vary s,t with keeping
J = J(s, r) fixed, then 2#J /2 different kinds of events would be obtained as Es. , ' And since
all ±Wi are identically distributed, it follows easily that Prob(Es. , ) equals 1';, wherej = # J.
Hence
and
n~oo.
5. PROOF OF THE LEMMA
The proof will be carried out by splitting the sum L:=2G)2kpk into two parts.
Case 1 (2:S;;k""'ml / 4 ) .
Since
II i Wjl12 = k+ L Wh ' Wi,i=1 I""h"i""k
IIL~=I Will"'" 1 implies that
L Wh . Wi "'" 1- k.
I""h "i ""k
hence
"'" Prob( wh . Wi "'" k(lk-_k1) for some h, i)
"",k(k-1) Prob(wl' w2""'-I/k)
"'" k(k-1) Prob(lwl . w21;;. m- I / 4) .
Here, WI' W2 is the sum of the m independent random variables ~j :=WljW2j (l""'j"",m),
each takes the values ± 1/ m with probability ~. Then we can apply Bernstein's inequality
(see, e.g. [3]).
Bernstein's inequality. Let ~j (1 "'" j "'" m) be independent variables satisfying I~j -
E(~j)1 "'" K and let ~ =L ~j' Then
Prob(/~- E({)I;;. JLD(~»< 2 exp( -JL 2/5)
holds for every JL "'"D(~)/K. (E(n, D(l) denote, as usual the expectation and the standard
deviation of ~, respectively.)
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In our case, K = 11m, E(O =0, and D(n = l/.Jm. Hence letting f.L = m'!", we have
Prob(lwl' wzl;;;.m-I/ 4)<2exp(-!m l/2).
Thus
Therefore
This tends to zero for n -+ 00.
Case 2(m l / 4 < k e:n).
In this case k -+ 00 as n -+ 00. Set f = log, nI m. Then it is easily verified that mf-+ 00 but
mfl k = (II k)l-o(1) as n -+ 00. Now let § be the jth coordinate of WI + . . .+Wk. Then
Ilit wr =il §z;;;'f' #{j: Igjl;;;..JJ}·
Hence "WI +... +Wk 11"z;; 1 implies that # {j: I§I~.JJ}"z;; 11f, or equivalently,
#{j: Igjl<.JJ}> m-I/f
We first evaluate the probability p = Prob(I§1 <.Jf) . Let Vj be the number of positive
WijS (I"z;; j"z;; k). Then Vj is distributed according to the binomial distribution with para-
meters k, ! and
Hence
p = Prob(!§1 <.Jf) = Probt] Vj - kl21 "s - kl21 < .JmJ12)
( k )(I)k .JmJ k(I)k<.JmJ lkl2J "2 - ...hrkl2 2 "2
(
1 )1-0(1)
<.Jmflk= .Jk .
Now, if S c {I, 2, ... , m} and # S> m -11f then
Prob({j: I§!<.JJ} = S) = p#s(I- p)m -#S <r"
< ("t) ( m - I/f)/Z = (-iJ O-O(l))m/z.
Thus
Pk< Prob( # {j: I§I<.JJ} > m -11f) < 2mk-(l-o(l»m/2.
Therefore
Here we split the sum for k;;;. milO (LI) and k< milO (Lz).
(k) (10) (I-o(l »m/Z (10) (I-o(l »m/ZLI< L 2k2m - <2m3" - .~ - -
n~OO.
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Since m log, m = cn{1+o(1», m" = 2cn (l + o(l » . And since 2c/ 2 > 3, we have
(
3 . (20r/IOg2n) n
Ll< 2c(l + o (l » / 2 ~O, n~OO.
Finally
Since n8/9< m for n ~ 00, we have m - (I-o(l »m/8 < n-m/9, and
~ «m)22mn-m/90~0
£..2 10 '
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